Interactions between different cell-types can induce distinct contact inhibition of 1 locomotion (CIL) responses that are hypothesized to control population-wide 2 behaviors during embryogenesis [1, 2]. However, our understanding of the signals 3 that lead to cell-type specific repulsion, and the precise capacity of heterotypic CIL 4 responses to drive emergent behaviors is lacking. Using a new in vitro model of 5 heterotypic CIL between epithelial and mesenchymal cells, we show that 6 fibrosarcoma cells (HT1080), but not fibroblasts (NIH3T3), are actively repelled by 7 epithelial cells in culture. We show that knocking down EphB2 in fibrosarcoma cells 8 specifically leads to disruption of the repulsion phase of CIL in response to 9 interactions with epithelial cells. Furthermore, this heterotypic interaction requires 10 ERK activation, downstream of EphB2 signaling. We also examine the population-11 wide effects when these various cell combinations, and their specific heterotypic CIL 12 responses, are allowed to interact in culture. Mixtures of fibrosarcoma and epithelial 13 cells -unlike fibroblasts and epithelial cells -lead to complete sorting and 14 segregation of the two populations, and inhibiting their distinct CIL response by 15 knocking down EphB2 or ERK in fibrosarcoma cells disrupts this emergent sorting 16 behavior. Our understanding of the mechanisms underlying developmental 17 2 behaviors such as cell sorting is lacking as predominant sorting hypotheses, such as 18 differential adhesion, have recently been found inadequate in predicting the sorting 19 of mesenchymal cells [3, 4]. These data suggest that heterotypic CIL responses, in 20 conjunction with processes such as differential adhesion, may aid the sorting of cell 21 populations during embryogenesis. 22
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Results and Discussion 24 25
Fibroblasts and fibrosarcoma cells exhibit distinct responses upon collision 26
with an epithelial cell monolayer 27
To study heterotypic cell-cell collisions, we developed a confrontation assay 28 whereby two different cell-types are separated by a barrier, which upon removal, 29 creates a uniform gap into which the different cell populations migrate and collide. 30
Following a screen of a range of different epithelial versus mesenchymal cell-types, 31 an interesting and unexpected phenomenon was revealed. When a population of 32 migrating epithelial cells (HaCaT) encountered a population of migrating fibroblasts 33 (NIH3T3), both populations ceased their forward migration, forming a sharp border 34 ( Figure 1A , B and Video S1). This is in stark contrast to fibrosarcoma cells (HT1080) 35 which, upon collision with epithelial cells, seemed to undergo a complete repulsion 36 ( Figure 1A , B and Video S1). This result was not only seen with HaCaT epithelial 37 cells, as fibrosarcoma collision with a human corneal epithelial cell line [5] also 38 resulted in repulsion of the fibrosarcoma population ( Figure S1 ). When no colliding 39 partner was encountered, HaCaT epithelial cells migrated with a persistently 40 increasing speed, which was similarly observed after their collision with fibrosarcoma 41 cells, suggesting that epithelial cell motion was unaffected by their collision with the 42 3 fibrosarcoma population ( Figure 1C, D) . In contrast, epithelial migration was severely 43 reduced shortly after their collision with fibroblasts ( Figure 1D ). The repulsion of 44 fibrosarcoma cells was further analyzed using particle image velocimetry (PIV) to 45 track the entire cell population, which revealed a population-wide increase in the 46 speed of the epithelial cells following collision with fibrosarcoma cells ( Figure 1E and 47 Video S2) showing that these cells have a distinct heterotypic response to epithelial 48 cell collisions. 49 50
Fibrosarcoma cells undergo active repulsion from epithelial cells 51
In order to determine whether the repulsion of fibrosarcoma cells by epithelial 52 cells was an active process, we generated time-lapse movies of individual 53 mesenchymal cells undergoing collisions with epithelial monolayers (Video S3) and 54 examined their repulsive dynamics. An analysis of acceleration changes around 55 collisions revealed that when fibrosarcoma cells collided with epithelial cells (i.e. 56 heterotypic collisions), there was a sudden backward acceleration with respect to the 57 colliding partner (Figure 2A ) suggesting a sudden change in cell motion. This 58 response was similar to previously reported homotypic collisions between Drosophila 59 macrophages in vivo, which also undergo a classical CIL response involving active 60 repulsion [6, 7] . The backward acceleration of fibrosarcoma cells was accompanied 61 by a shift in the direction of their velocities before, during, and after the collision as 62 the fibrosarcoma cells were repelled and migrated away from the epithelial cells 63 ( Figure 2B ). In contrast, this repulsion was not observed when fibroblasts collided 64 with epithelial cells, nor during fibrosarcoma-fibrosarcoma cell collisions (i.e. 65 homotypic collisions), which led to cells continuing to migrate toward the colliding 66 partner after collision (Figure 2A and B) . Furthermore, quantification of nuclear 67 6 which was increased compared with either of these cell types individually ( Figure  118 3A) suggesting that one population was contributing to ERK activation in the other. 119
We also found that EphB2 knockdown in fibrosarcoma cells, whilst not affecting total 120 ERK levels ( Figure 3B ), resulted in a significant decrease in levels of pERK in 121 epithelial-fibrosarcoma co-cultures ( Figure 3C ), suggesting that ERK activation is 122 downstream of EphB2 in the fibrosarcoma population. 123
While western blotting shows pERK levels in an entire cell population, it 124 provides no information as to ERK activation dynamics during individual cell-cell 125 interactions. For this we used a FRET biosensor which has previously been 126 demonstrated to report ERK activity in living cells [19] . In addition, this technique 127 allows measurement of ERK activity in specific subpopulations of cells where 128 western blotting does not. Following delivery of the biosensor into the fibrosarcoma 129 population we repeated the confrontation assay and found that in fibrosarcoma cells 130 at the migrating front, ERK activity was significantly increased after collision with 131 epithelial cells ( Figure 3D ). We next analyzed time-lapse movies of the mixing assay 132 and found an overall higher level of active ERK among fibrosarcoma cells in the 133 presence of epithelial cells compared to fibrosarcoma cells alone ( Figure 3E ). 134 To examine how distinct heterotypic and homotypic CIL dynamics affects the 145 behavior of a mixed population of cells, we repeated the mixing assay and examined 146 the population dynamics by generating time-lapse movies. We found that epithelial 147 cells and fibroblasts mixed to form a homogenous, interspersed population, in 148 contrast to epithelial and fibrosarcoma cells, which immediately began to sort from 149 one another ( Figure 4A and Video S4). In addition, automated tracking of the 150 mesenchymal cells in these movies revealed a streaming-type behavior specifically 151 among fibrosarcoma cells ( Figure 4B to the tissue. Otherwise the cells will not be allowed to test the adhesive landscape 206 sufficiently enough to lead to complete segregation. This is likely to be particularly 207 important for epithelial populations (the predominant cell-type experimentally tested 208 during cell sorting), which are not highly motile due to their strong cell-cell adhesions. 209
Here we show that a mesenchymal cell-type (HT1080) can rapidly and almost 210 completely segregate from an epithelial population in 2D culture. Differential 211 adhesion in this case is still playing a role in the separation due to the high surface 212 tension of the epithelial population and the nearly non-existent mutual adhesion of 213 the fibrosarcoma cells leading to the less cohesive cell (HT1080) surrounding the 214 more cohesive cell type (HaCaT) as expected by the DAH [22] . However, DAH is not 215 sufficient on its own; inhibiting the repulsion between these two cell types prevents 216 their sorting behavior. We hypothesize that the strong heterotypic CIL response 217 between fibrosarcoma and epithelial cells essentially helps fluidize the population 218 allowing the cells to sample their adhesive surroundings. Furthermore, there also 219 appears to be an aspect of fibrosarcoma CIL relieving contact inhibition of 220 proliferation of the epithelial cells (possibly through a reduction in spatial constraints 221 on the epithelial clusters) allowing epithelial colonies to grow and merge, which 222 would also enhance the fluidity of the population. It is interesting to note that the 223 other mesenchymal cell-type (NIH3T3) failed to segregate from the epithelial 224 population as one would expect for a mixture of highly cohesive and non-cohesive 225 cells [22] . In the fibroblast-epithelial combination, the epithelial cells are highly 226 inhibited in their proliferation (likely due to a lack of heterotypic repulsion), which 227 would enhance the spatial constraint on the epithelial colonies. In this case the lack 228 of a repulsive CIL response prevents the epithelial colonies from growing enough to 229 merge with neighboring colonies and thus separate from the fibroblast population. It 230 is therefore possible that we are also highlighting an unexplored connection between 231 contact inhibition of locomotion and contact inhibition of proliferation in this model 232 despite the fact that these two processes are largely thought to be distinct behaviors 233 Theveneau, E., Steventon, B., Scarpa, E., Garcia, S., Trepat, X., Streit, A., 262 
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Cell labelling 347
CellTracker Green CMFDA and CellTracker Red CMTPX dyes (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, 348 CA) were used to differentially label cell-types in mixed-cell assays. Cells were 349 exposed to either dye at 1 µM in serum-free medium for 30 mins at 37° C before 350 being washed once with PBS, trypsinized, re-suspended in complete medium and 351 counted for downstream purpose. 352
Live imaging 353
Movies were acquired using an LSM 880 inverted confocal microscope (Zeiss, 354
Oberkochen, Germany). Cells were maintained at 37° C and 5 % CO 2 for the 355 duration of live imaging. Images were acquired using differential interference 356 contrast (DIC) imaging along with airyscan filter sets for 488 or 561 lasers with either 357 a 40X (NA 0.95) oil or 20X (NA 0.45) air objective (Zeiss). 358
Confrontation assay 359
2-well culture inserts (Ibidi, Germany) were placed into the centre of the well of a 24 360 well µ-Plate (Ibidi, Germany). Two different pre-labelled cell-types were seeded into 361 opposite chambers at a density of 1 x 10 5 cells / cm 2 and incubated overnight. The 362 culture insert was then carefully removed and the well topped up with 1 mL complete 363 culture medium before live imaging of the resulting 500 µm gap. 364
Particle image velocimetry (PIV) 365
Time-lapse images of HaCaT and HT1080 cells from the confrontation assay movie 366 (presented in Figure 1A ) were manually segmented prior to analysis and pseudo-367 speckle analysis was performed as described previously [24] . For pseudo-speckle 368 analysis, the size of the search image was chosen such that it spanned the 369 maximum expected displacement of the cells during the acquisition time. To cover 370 the whole search image, a cross-correlation coefficient was computed between 371 source image and a sub-image of the search image shifted by one pixel. To remove 372 anomalous tracking data, only displacements that had a cross-correlation coefficient 373 above a certain threshold were kept. Finally, a spatial convolution with a Gaussian 374 kernel and temporal convolution were used to interpolate the measured 375 displacements to cover all the pixels within the frame. The complete algorithm for 376 this analysis, including the filtering and interpolation was implemented in MatLAB 377 (MathWorks   ®   ) . 378
Individual cell collisions and manual tracking 379
Analysis of single-cell collisions was carried out by mixing pre-labelled cells at low 380 density, plating sparsely and allowing to adhere 4 h before imaging every 1 min at 381 20X. For the kinematics analysis, a collision was defined as the moment the the cell 382 in question contacts any part of the colliding partner. The centroid of the cell 383 nucleus, which could be easily identified from DIC movies was manually tracked 384 using the mTrackJ plugin for ImageJ (NIH) to calculate the x,y coordinates of the cell 385 at all time-points. 386
Kinematics analysis 387
previously described [6, 25] . In order to assess the statistical significance of the 389 direction of cells after collision, a binomial test with a probability of success of 95% 
